
Special Events for Saturday August 3rd  

 
Demonstrations: 

Fly Casting with Fred Kretchman:   
At Pond: 12:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Learn how to cast a fly rod and receive lessons in fly casting technique.   
Please meet at the Pond by Tent 1 
 

Whisk Broom Making with Larry Antonuk: 
Spruce Patio L 
Try your hand at building a small, bound-handled whisk broom, using the same materials 
and methods that were in use 200 years ago! 

 

Creating Layered Colored Clay with Naomi Lindenfeld: 
AC&D 
Discover the layering process of stacking colored clays into a block and creating slab 
vases, cups, trays, butter dishes, etc.  Naomi will also demonstrate layering colored clay 
into bowl shapes and carving into the surface to reveal colorful striations and patterns. 
 

Dorr Mill Store:   
Guild Tent R  
A demonstration of all steps in braiding a rug – wool preparation, braiding, butting, and 
lacing.  We will also be demonstrating the technique of traditional rug hooking with 
strips of wool. 

 

NH Polymer Clay Guild: 
Guild Tent R  
Polymer clay is a versatile material, used for many purposes, from jewelry to decoration 
of household items, to beads, buttons, or small sculptures!  Available in many colors, the 
possibilities are almost endless.  Watch us make items with intricate details, using our 
hands and tools, and curing it hard in a small oven.  Participation is optional, instruction 
available.   
 

MUSIC: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bobby Keyes Trio  
Music Tent 
They define our American musical heritage by blending Rhythm & Blues, Country, Jazz, 
Rock, Pop and Swing. 



Special Events for Sunday August 4th 

Demonstrations:  

Fly Casting with Fred Kretchman:   
At Pond: 12:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Learn how to cast a fly rod and receive lessons in fly casting technique.   
Please meet at the Pond by Tent 1 
 

Fly Tying with Larry Antonuk:  
AC&D 
Larry will be demonstrating techniques used to produce classic Atlantic salmon flies, as 
well as a variety of patterns used for local trout fishing. Bring your questions about 
materials, techniques, and fishing! 

 

Creating Layered Colored Clay with Naomi Lindenfeld: 
Spruce Patio- L 
Discover the layering process of stacking colored clays into a block and creating slab 
vases, cups, trays, butter dishes, etc.  Naomi will also demonstrate layering colored clay 
into bowl shapes and carving into the surface to reveal colorful striations and patterns. 
 

Bead Society of NH: 
Guild Tent R 
The Bead Society of NH will be on hand to demonstrate various techniques from 
geometric beading to wire working and kumihimo a form of Japanese braiding technique. 
White Mountain Woolen Magic: 
Guild Tent R 
Members of the White Mountain Woolen Magic Rug Hooking Guild will demonstrate 
traditional rug hooking with the opportunity for Fair goers to give rug hooking a try. 
 

MUSIC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cormac McCarthy  
Music Tent 
Cormac McCarthy is described as both a gifted musician and writer - his songs telling 
stories that share rich detail and emotion with the audience.                  



Special Events for Monday August 5th 

Workshops: 

Felted Soap Making with Nancy Adams: 
Spruce Patio L : 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Join me to learn how to wet felt and take home a bar of soap covered with wool – great 
item for the bath. 
Pre-register at Information Tent K Fee $5 per person 

 

Demonstrations: 

Fly Casting with Fred Kretchman:   
At Pond: 12:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Learn how to cast a fly rod and receive lessons in fly casting technique.   
Please meet at the Pond by Tent 1 
 

Whisk Broom Making with Larry Antonuk: 
AC&D 
Try your hand at building a small, bound-handled whisk broom, using the same materials 
and methods that were in use 200 years ago! 

 

NH Weavers Guild:   
Guild Tent R 
Members will demonstrate various techniques of loom weaving and answer questions. 

SooNipi Quilters Guild: 
Guild Tent R 
Members will be demonstrating various stages of creating a quilt.  We hope to help spark 
an interest in quilting and love of quilts! 

 

MUSIC 

 

High Range  
Music Tent 
High Range is an energetic roots/folk/bluegrass group with a long list of national accolades that 
continues to grow.                          

 

 

 

 



 

Special Events for Tuesday August 6th 

Workshops: 

Paper Making for Beginners with Angie Follensbee-Hall: 
AC&D: 11:00 AM, 1:00 PM, 3:00 PM 
Learn the basis of hand papermaking as we explore basic techniques and experiment 
with different botanical ingredients. Be prepared to get wet and messy as you learn this 
exciting renewable technique. 
Pre-register at Information Tent K Fee $10 per person 

 

Demonstrations: 

Fly Casting with Fred Kretchman:   
At Pond: 12:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Learn how to cast a fly rod and receive lessons in fly casting technique.   
Please meet at the Pond by Tent 1 
 

NH Weavers Guild:   
Guild Tent R 
Members will demonstrate various techniques of loom weaving and answer questions 

SooNipi Quilters Guild: 
Guild Tent R 
Members will be demonstrating various stages of creating a quilt.  We hope to help spark 
an interest in quilting and love of quilts! 

 

MUSIC 

Susie Burke & David Surette  

Music Tent 
Together since 1988, Susie and David have built a steady following for their original folk 
and acoustic music, from their home in Maine across the region.                

 

 

 

 

 

 



Special Events for Wednesday August 7th 

Workshops: 

Felted Bookmarks with Nancy Adams: 
Spruce Patio L : 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Learn to wet felt and make a unique bookmark to take home for your reading pleasure. 
Pre-register at Information Tent K Fee $5 per person 

 

Demonstrations: 

Spinning Local with Sarah Bohorquez: 
AC&D 
Sarah will show how to spin fiber into yarn on a spinning wheel from inspiration to 
finished garment.  There will be many different fibers (Alpaca, Sheep’s wool, Angora, 
Mohair, Linen, etc) in raw, spun and knit samples, which people are encouraged to feel.   
Canterbury Shaker Village: 
Guild Tent R 
Staff and Volunteers from Canterbury Shaker Village will be demonstrating various trades 
practiced by the Shakers, from broom making to weaving. We welcome visitors’ 
engagement and participation and are also available to answer questions about the 
Shakers and the museum’s upcoming schedule of events and programs.  

NHAA : Plein Air Painting  
Amid the Fair Tents from 10:00am – 3:00pm 
NHAA artists will be painting en plein air amid the Fair tents. Watch as their paintings 
come to life, speak with them about their techniques and see the completed work on 
display in the NHAA tent. Artists include: Phil Bean, Eileen Belanger, Debbie Campbell 
and Maryclare Heffernan.  

 

MUSIC 

 

Rick Watson 
Rick’s musical repertoire ranges from piano standards to the most back-woods 
blues, rock, folk, Irish and bluegrass.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Special Events for Thursday August 8th 

Demonstrations: 

Wool Embroidery on Wool Pillows with Brita Ek:   
AC&D 
Brita will showcase traditional Swedish techniques, from initial drawing on fabric, 
stitching, blocking, and assembling the finished product. There will be samples for 
attendees to work on and take home! 
Cocheco Quilters Guild of Dover NH:   
Guild Tent R 
For over 38 years our guild has met to promote and encourage the art of quilting 
techniques. Our guild members will demonstrate a variety of traditional and modern 
quilting techniques and block designs. Watch our demonstrations, view our quilts and 
meet today’s modern quilters. 

 

MUSIC 

 

Tim Gurshin 
Music Tent 
A veteran New England singer/songwriter with a sound that blends all the elements of 
Americana, Tim plays acoustic guitar and harmonica.                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Special Events for Friday August 9th 

Workshops: 

Stone Chip Carving with Ellen Sidor:  
AC&D: 11:00 AM, 1:00 PM, 3:00 PM 
Participants will choose a small stone chip to work on with small rasps and bring to a high 
polish with polishing papers, water and paste wax!  The result is your personal unique 
stone to be used as a gift or pocket stone. 
 
Pre-register at Information Tent K Fee $5 per person 
Felted Soap Making with Nancy Adams: 
Spruce Patio L : 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
Join me to learn how to wet felt and take home a bar of soap covered with wool – great 
item for the bath. 
Pre-register at Information Tent K Fee $5 per person 

 

Demonstrations: 

Northeast Basketmakers Guild:   
Guild Tent R 
The mission of the Northeast Basketmakers Guild is to further the art of basketry by 
nurturing the development of new basketmakers, while celebrating and supporting 
accomplished basketmakers. Come see how baskets are made from different materials 
such as reed (wood), pine needles, ribbons and paper. We use many different weaving 
techniques to create a wide variety of baskets. Try your hand at adding on to a pine 
needle basket. Find out about our classes. 

Cocheco Quilters Guild of Dover NH:   
Guild Tent R 
For over 38 years our guild has met to promote and encourage the art of quilting 
techniques. Our guild members will demonstrate a variety of traditional and modern 
quilting techniques and block designs. Watch our demonstrations, view our quilts and 
meet today’s modern quilters. 

NHAA – Loretta CR Hubley: 
TENT A from 1:00 to 5:00 PM 
 
Loretta Hubley a member of the NHAA and a NH etcher will demonstrate the printing of 
etchings in the New Hampshire Art Association Tent. The etching process will be 
discussed in relation to the intaglio techniques of Rembrandt compared to contemporary 
methods using color. 

 

MUSIC 

Julie Dougherty  
Music Tent 
Though her roots are New England, she has traveled much of the country singing Irish, original 
folk rock, and country rock music with some jazz and blues thrown in. “I really love all kinds of 
music and love singing as many styles as I can.”  Julie is accompanied on bass by her husband 
Woody Woodward.             



 

Special Events for Saturday August 10th 

Demonstrations: 

Shaping Pewter By Hand with Joe Farchaus:   
AC&D 
Techniques for raising a pewter bowl will be demonstrated.  Other skills such as soldering 
and welding pewter will be discussed and differences between working with pewter and 
other alloys will also be highlighted.   

 

Dorr Mill Store: 
Guild Tent R 
Delsie’s work challenges conventional notions of what a braided rug can be with designs 
that range from swirling galaxies to pastoral Vermont Landscapes. 
Rug braiding isn’t just making rugs! Small projects for the home and gifts for friends are 
demonstrated using basic braiding and other techniques 

Northeast Basketmakers Guild:   
Guild Tent R 
The mission of the Northeast Basketmakers Guild is to further the art of basketry by 
nurturing the development of new basketmakers, while celebrating and supporting 
accomplished basketmakers. Come see how baskets are made from different materials 
such as reed (wood), pine needles, ribbons and paper. We use many different weaving 
techniques to create a wide variety of baskets. Try your hand at adding on to a pine 
needle basket. Find out about our classes. 

MUSIC 

 

Tom Pirozzoli  
Music Tent 
“The passionate philosopher-songwriter captures a variety of musical styles in his original 
songs, invoking a feeling of comfortable familiarity, like spending time with a good 
friend.” – Autumn Magazine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Special Events for Sunday, August 11th 

Demonstrations: 

Shaping Pewter By Hand with Joe Farchaus:   
AC&D 
Techniques for raising a pewter bowl will be demonstrated.  Other skills such as soldering 
and welding pewter will be discussed and differences between working with pewter and 
other alloys will also be highlighted.   

 

Bead Society of NH: 
Guild Tent R 
The Bead Society of NH will be on hand to demonstrate various techniques from 
geometric beading to wire working and kumihimo a form of Japanese braiding technique. 
 

White Mountain Woolen Magic: 
Guild Tent R 
Members of the White Mountain Woolen Magic Rug Hooking Guild will demonstrate 
traditional rug hooking with the opportunity for Fair goers to give rug hooking a try. 

 

 

MUSIC 

 

The Buskers   

Music Tent  
“Folk impurists with a smart, distinct voice and a kitchen sink repertoire of influences 
from jug band and jazz to roots rock, “The Buskers” tap the street music tradition for 
which they are named, then go much farther, with serious musicianship, a sense of 
humor, and energy to burn.” 

 


